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Markets Rebound Ahead of RBI Meet

 Indian shares ended Tuesday's session sharply lower as risk sentiment

weakened in global equity markets amid concerns about inflation and
interest-rate increases.
 A sell-off in the U.S. bond market overnight fueled anxiety about a
possible economic slowdown.
 Australia's central bank surprised markets by lifting the official cash rate
by a bigger-than-expected 50 bps, bringing back worries over rising
prices back at the forefront.
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 European stocks closed broadly lower amid concerns about
inflation, slowing growth and looming interest rate hikes.
 US stocks shrugged off a weak start and despite staying a bit sluggish
at times, kept moving higher and eventually ended the day's session
on a firm note. Worries about slowing growth, a weak margin
guidance from Target, and a sell-off in the technology space
contributed to market's weakness in early trades. However, top
technology stocks recovered subsequently and the broad market too
started climbing higher. Strong buying in the energy section following
a surge in crude oil prices contributed significantly to market's
positive close.
 Asian stocks ended mixed after a sell-off in the U.S. bond market
overnight fueled anxiety about a possible economic slowdown. The
yield on the 10-year Treasury jumped back above 3 percent amid
Debt Market
Overview
expectations
that tightening plans by major central banks would keep
interest rates elevated for an extended period.

Debt Market Overview
 Indian Bond Yields Rise at the Fastest Pace
o India's bond yields are rising at the fastest pace since the
2008 global financial crisis as investors bake in the likelihood
of stubborn inflation and higher-than-budgeted government
borrowing, outcomes that could prompt the central bank to
raise policy rates more quickly than initially anticipated.
 Rising Bonds Yields Signal Aggressive RBI Rate Hikes
o India's benchmark 10-year bond yield today rose to its highest
levels in three years, ahead of RBI policy announcement.
India's benchmark 10-year bond yield rose to 7.53%, the
highest since March 2019, up 4 basis points from its previous
close. Bond yields are inversely related to yields. After raising
its key lending rate or the repo rate by 40 basis points last
month, the RBI is widely expected to sharply hike the rate
again tomorrow.
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